
PEACE, EARTHCARE & SOCIAL JUSTICE
Report to Meeting for Business

VIRGINIA BEACH FRIENDS MEETING
Ninth Day of Eighth Month, 2020

Mary Pelham White, convener

NO ACTIONS to present

The PE&SJ committee has devoted the last three meetings to our concerns of support for peace, earthcare and 
social justice vs. partisan rhetoric and activity, confident that our past activities and Quaker leanings will 
continue in that vein.  Illustrative of our work, we have

 Support was encouraged for the virtual march of the PPC (Poor People’s Campaign), July 20th, *
      A notice of this event was posted on VBFM website.

 Ongoing discussion re. our desire to add a dedicated PE&SJ page to the VBFM website.  As they are 
determined, details will be provided for MFB approval.

 encouraged attendance at such events as the (June 24th) Community Policing Webinar regarding 
community and police relations with clergy, local, and state officials.  The webinar was hosted by the 
office of Congresswoman Elaine Luria for presentations by Enoch Baptist Church and the Virginia 
Beach Police.

 publicized (internally) and encouraged virtual support of the PPC event July 20th *
as well as the August 3rd Moral Monday outlining steps to encourage senators (to stop 
McConnell’s Misery, Meanness & Mayhem) to vote for sufficient relief to individuals and 
businesses during the current pandemic crisis.

 supported the  Collaborative Table, August 2nd,  to discuss legislative priorities

 Tom Bertrand maintains a close relationship with FCNL  and advises PE&SJ of priorities.

 PE&SJ committee members are always encouraged to write to state and national representatives 
in support of our mission.

 The PE&SJ committee is devoted to a fair and just election of a U.S. President this November. 

* The Mass Poor People’s Assembly and Moral March on Washington is a Digital Justice Gathering to call for a revolution of 
values to save the soul and heart of our democracy. The political and economic systems in the U.S. are plagued by the 
interlocking injustices of systemic racism, poverty, militarism and a war economy, ecological devastation and a distorted moral 
narrative of religious nationalism.
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